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New English courses to improve student writing
By JOHN DESMOND
Instructor, Department of Eng)M>
Three new writing courses will
be unveiled by the English Department next fall and winter,
according to Chairman Robert M.
Correale.
Two of the courses. Intermediate Composition and Re
search Writing, are designed to
improve the writing of all students. "TCie third course. Writing
About Literature, is designed pri
manly for English majors. Correale said.
INTERMEDIATE Composition.
English 240. is a review of basic
writing principles with specisl
attention to individual writing
weaknesses.
Those basic writing principles
are taught in ENG 111 and 112. so

Intermediate Composition may he
thought of. in one sense, as a
review of ENG 111 and 112.
according to Dr. Thomas Whissen. a designer of the new
couc ses.
However, unlike ENG 111 snd
112. in which essay form anil
logical argument are taught to the
students en masse. Intermediate
Composition is designed to define, attack, snd solve a student's
individual writing problems.
Whissen said.

Research Writing. ENG 344.
includes instruction in the organization. documentation, and
writing of research papers based
not only upon primary and secondary sources but also upon
experiment and investigation.
Although an assignment in
ENG 112 is a library paper
complete with footnotes and bibliography. the strategics and
tactics of writing research papers
arc not and cannot be studied
closely in that course, Whissen
pointed out.

PLANS ARE to offer Intermediate Composition days and
evenings during the winter quarter and evenings only during the
spring quarter. The prerequisite
is ENG 111 and 112 or the
equivalent.

RESEARCH WRITING provides an antidote to this problem.
Whissen said, by teaching students. no matter what their
majors are. how to gather and
organize information carefully

and to write and document papers
competently.
Research Writing will be offered days during the fall quarter,
=tnd plans are to offer it days
during the winter quarter as well.
The prerequisite is ENG 111 and
112 or the equivalent.
Writing About Literature. ENG
256, is a basic course in the
techniques of writing analytical,
critical, and scholarly papers
about literary topics.
ANALYTICAL, CRITICAL, and
scholarly papers are. Whissen
said, a special kind of essay,
requiring not only a proficiency in
writing essays but also a working
knowledge of the several approaches to the study of literature.

Any literature course can spend
some time concentrating on student papers, Whissen explained,
but Writing About literature 's
designed to spend all of its time
adapting the knowledge of the
study of literature to essay
writing.
Armed with the ability to write
proficient papers about literary
topics. Whissen said, an English
major will have a valuable skill
when he or she begins taking
upper-division literature courses.
PLANS ARE to offer Writing
About Literature days during the
winter and spring quarters. The
prerequisite is ENG 111 and 112
or the equivalent.
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Budget Board appropriations

Student groups appeal

DP&L'l top administrator In Ita public complaints department waa
on campus yesterday to listen to students' concerns over energy
costs. The official drew little response from students hut received a
great deal of output from students - pets.
Photo by Ken Budiek-

By GAYLON VICKERS
Guardian Editor
Budget Board yesterday heard
appeals to their preliminary appropriations handed to student
groups May 23 as well as hearing
two requests from this year's
discretionary fund.
The Board first unanimously
denied a request for $892 from
the Kuumba Nia Dancers to provide an instructor for the group.
SHERRI GRADY, who came
before the board to make the
request, said the money would
improve the dancers' service to
the campus community by hopefully increasing the .number of
oT.-campus performances from

The moat will be gaining a new
look for the summer.
According to William Snyder,
assistant to the director of facilities operations, the moat will be
sandblasted, covered with a
primer and then painted.
SNYDER CAIJED the work
"super-maintenance." Instead of
just scrubbing the moat out and
filling it up again with water,
aft«*r its cleaning a group of
studmts here on campus will
paint an organic kind of design in
the moat.

heard second-round requests
from most of the student groups
on campus for additional 197<J-80
appropriations.
AT THE ONSET of the appeals
session. Budget Board Chairman
Randy McCasiin pointed out to
groups that there was a limit on
the funds that could be spent for
new or experimental programs
this year.
All areas of the University have
received a five percent cut fiom
last year's appropriations, except
for necessary services. Budget
Board had approximately $100,000
to use this year on studen'
groups.
(See 'BUDGET,' page 2)

thursday

Moat to receive maintenance
By CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Staff Wrlter

this year's two. She also noted the
group had only formed in January.
Citairer of the Budget Board
Randy McCasiin told Grady the
basis ef the Board's denial was
that the request was not tied
directly to Wright State.
The Board unanimously granted
the only other request, which
citme from Rcy Leard. director of
the Wright State Food co-operative. The Co-op was granted $600
to defray the cost of a four-door
cooler to be used to store perishables.
LEARD NOTED that on Friday
nights at the co-op. some perishable foods sit out for a time.
In other business, the board

back. In an attempt to make up
for lost time, workers can now be
seen sandblasting during the
school day.

The design will be done in
Wright State's school colors,
green and gold, and will also have
a few touches of red. Snyder
hoped the students would be able
to get the Jesign done by the start
of summer quarter, although with
current problems in getting the
cleaning part done, it will be up to
the students whether or not they
will come in during finals week to
do it.

SNYDER NOTED that it would
take another couple of days to
finish sandblasting and then another two or three days for the
paint to dry before the moat will
be ready to fill.

It was originally hoped to have
the hew moa! done by the end of
this quarter, but troubles with the
weather and in obtaining sandblasters have moved the schedule

Snyder stated. "To do it right,
you have to take your time, or
you're right back where you
started from."

thought
A thought for the day: British statesman John Selder said.
that govern the most make the least noise "

They

weather
Showers or thundershowers like- showers tonight and tomorrow,
ly today with highs in the 70s. Highs tomorrow from the low to
Partly cloudy with a chance of mid 70s.

correction
A photograph of Bob Pfeifer on page five of Wednesday's issue
was erroneously credited to Ken Budzek. The photograph was
actually taken by Bill Benning.
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( UNITED PRESS INTERNA TIONAL)
Medical education program developed for blind
MINNEAPOLIS UPI Pul your
self in someone else's shoes:
You've got a scientific bent.
You're brigb' and c?ger t-j learn,
but you're blind.
Where can you learn if you're
interested in some aspect of the
medical profession, an area which
has until recently been traditionally closed to blind practitioners?
St, Mary's Junior College initiated a project in 1977 designed
to educate blind and visually
impaired students for the occupational and physical therapy assistant fields.
JIM SEVDY. coordinator of the
allied health project for visually
impaired students, said the project began because "we wanted
to study the feasibility of training
the blind in their jobs, placing
them in the field, and then
develop a model for other colleges,"
Of the si* students recruited in
the summer of 1977 three graduated this spring. One, who has
functional vision, was placed in a
job at a nursing home.
That left 10 blind students in a
school population of 800.
SEVDY SAID the project will
flourish at St. Mary's because
"we have a traditional educa-

tional system here." But he is
concerned about the necessity of
spreading the word.
"If we succeed here, it won't
mean anything." he said. "It's
necessary to let people know and
eventually nol-ody will think twice
about the person being blind if he
hasJhe academic qualifications."
Patricia Miller, coordinator of
the physically handicapped in
science project, has adapted the
science learning experience for
visually impaired students. She
has focused on making abstract
concepts visual and tangible.
SINCE SHE believes more students will be moving into higher
educational levels as a result of
mainstreaming of the handicapped, "We want to assure that
the blind can be successful college students and can learn
science and benefit from laboratory experience."
Although she had no prior
experience in working wiih the
blind. Miss Miller said she
worked in the lab to get the idea
of what might be useful, and her
familiarity with the college curriculum and interest in effective
teaching techniques spurred her
on.
Most students in the project
have come through Minnesota

Services for the Blind which
works closely with the school.
SEVDY SAID Minnesota Services makes U'pes and some
Braille materials for the project,
and provides a reader service to
students and funding resources.
Modified equipment was purchased when needed to accommodate the special needs of the
blind students. T'his included
Braille measuring and timing devices. thermometers, light probes
that emit a beep in the presence
of iight. Braille labeling devices,
modified recreational and craft
devices and erythemameters
which indicate the degree of skin
redness by emitting a range of
differently pitched sounds.
The college also has increased
supportive services available to
the students. A testing center was
created so students could be
tested more efficiently in a nonvisual manner.
In 1978 the college formed a
National Advisory Committee
composed of leaders in both allied
health fields and in Services to
the Blind. Dr. David Hartman.
commencement
speaker
this
year, is a committee member and
first blind physician in the United

States.

"that doors were being opened
up to let me in. I felt I had to
STUDENTS RECEIVE clinical prove myself."
experience in local hospitals and
nursing homes where some acDURING HER studies she
commodations arc necessary, befound giving ultra violet treatginning with modification of
ments "scary to me and I pracequipment at the site.
ticed on aii .Try classmates to build
Plans call for including the
up
my confidence." She also
hearing impaired in the school
discovered the frustrations of
project in the fall of 1980. "We
will enrich the language compo- having to slow down and learn
nent of our courses and use sign where things were during her
language for science terms." practical experience in hospitals.
She has not yet been placed,
Miss Miller said.
but Miss Schucrman hopes for
work in a rehabilitation center.
ONE OF THE St. Mary's
"I've found working with peograduates. Debra Shuetman of >le is rewarding for m : , " she
Herman. Minn., has a speech .aid.
pathology degree from Moorhead
State.
SEVDY SAID it appears placePhysical therapy was her first ment will be easier than originally
choice, however, and she went to anticipated. But he wants to make
Moorhead when she was unable sure the school teaches the stuto get into a school where she dents how to sell themselves and
could pursue that profession.
how to make people around them
"I really thought my ac- feel more comfortable. "A lot of
ceptance at St. Mary's was the people," he said, "don't knowanswer to my prayers." she said. how to respond to the blind."

Budget Board
[continued from page I]
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The first group to make an
appeal was Nexus. WSU's student literary magazine. Its editor,
Eduardo Garcia, asked for an additional $108 for printing costs
since they had risen since the
budget was prepared.
GARCIA ALSO asked Budget
Board to reconsider a decision not
to allow sn increase in student
wages since he had deleted the
position of Art Editor. He noted
that this would add extra duties to
all other editorial positions.
McCasiin. however, noted that
the limited budget necessitated a
trade-off, and thnt a continued
rate of student services won over
salary increases.
McCaslin went on to note that
"students are rewarding themselves by taking this job." He
added. "You can't measure the
amount of pay by the amount of
work people do. If you did.
salaries would go through the
roof."
ANOTHER SALARY request
came from the Ombudsman''!
office, which asked that the
$2,000 deleted from its request be
reinstated so that a regular
secretary could be hired instead
of the work-study secretary mandated by the Board. Work-study
persons meet certain criteria and
thus are granted limited funds to
pay 80 percent of their wages.
IN A LETTER to the Board.
Ombudsman Jane Lynch expressed her fear that next year's
Ombudsman might have difficulty finding a work-study secretary
whose grant would be large

enough to last throughout the
school year.
Assistant Ombudsman Chipp
Swindler told the Board a problem might arise if a work-study
secretary were forced to quite
when the funds ran out. Swindler
•elt the number of people working
at that office should be kept to a
minimum, since it operated as a
go-between for students who feel
that some office on campus has
not treated them fairly.
Student Development Leadership Lab also appeared before
the Board to ask that funding for
the winter Leadership Lab be restored. McCaslin replied that the
budget squeeze had cut the lab's
funds, b-it Member Tom Ryan
noted that the lab would not have
served the entire campus community, but only those who had
completed other leadership Labs.
THE UNIVERSITY Center
Board was asking for more funds
in a number of areas, including a
request for $3000 to fund IJCB
cinema.
The Board had not granted the
original request asking for more
information regarding the type of
films that would be provided.
This year's Cinema programmer for UCB, Mark Womble. told
the Board that he could provide a
weekly series of popular films on
Friday and Saturday nights with
an admission charge, weekly old,
poor-quality prints free of charge
in the Rathskeller, and a free
weekly series of classics if given
the $3,000 subsidy.
THE BOARD'S decisions will
be released later this wee*
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Earn up to $100 CASH
each month!
Call 223-0424
for more information.
Alpha Plasma Center
With today's prices
an extra $100 a month
can really help pay
college expenses!

Alpha ——Plasma Center

2nd St.
• :V

3rd St.

250 Salem Ave. Dayton, Ohio
Hours: M-F 7-4 Sat. 7-2:30

#

(Next door to un-employment office.)
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Soroities!
Clubs!

Inquire about our
GROUP RATES!

earn $15
with this coupon!
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Branch altenative
4 branch bank on campus seemed a good idea, and it's too bad
that things won't be panning out.
Bid requests were sen! out by the office of the Controller to IN
local banks, and of those IS a total of none responded.
There is light, however, coming over the bleak horizon, and the
Guardian would like to thank those whose efforts lead to what will
he. if not a branch bank, an acceptable alternative.
The alternative is the possibility that two money machines, at an
appmximate initial cost of S4S.000 apiece, will be installed. The
machines will be controlled by two area banks, and students using
the machines will be required to have an account at either of the two
hanks.
Students with accounts will be able to do all of the transactions
that usually take place at a bank -making deposits, withdrawals,
payments, and transferring money from a savings account to a
checking account
This is a happy development for students, especially those who
live on or near campus, and we appreciate the fact that the two
hanks were willing to go out on a kind of financial limb to risk
investing in the two machines.
The original suggestion for an on -campus branch bank came from
Student Caucus, and while things didn t work out quite as expected,
it is nice to know that now and again the system works.

A fishy story
We are angry Indeed we are ticked o f f .
We pay seemingly lots and lots of dollars to attend this university
and one of the fringe benefits is having water in the moat.
filthy, stagnant water-that's what we miss. Water with leaves
and much and sticks and growing things and cans and papers and
dead fish, what more could be desired?
It's just too bad that no water means no carp. Wc miss the little
suckcrs and seeing them carried away by that big black dog.
Poor wretches.

Congratulations
Congratulations to the School of Business for receiving
accreditation from the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Busioness at the Master's level.
It look ten years for this to come into being, and l>ecause Rike
Hall is being built for the School of Business the accreditation came
at a nice rime.
The schcol will have a new building and a new accreditation.
Now all they need is something old, something borrowed, and
something blue.

i
i
i

GUARDIAN STAFF
editor. ..gaylon vickers
managing editor...chuck stevens
associate editor... mike hosier
news tditor... boh myers
wire editor. ..dave mix
sports editor.. Jane carroll
business manager... ken keister
ad manager .. lance goldberg
assistant ad manager .. tracy jane
copy personnel.. lisa aurand, craig thomas
layout staff...sue larkin
typesetters... c. Jackson hamilton, teresa westerheide, rose ferguson
graphic artists, sandie woodard. John khpens, pal kirwen. Hugh
henry
photographer... ken budtek
reporters...r.L metcalf. robert canarty, a/an scheidt, lora lewis,
cheryl willis, adrienne mcevoy. kevi'i thornton, granger butler,
carol howell, don violin, dan depasquale
secretaries.., Undo (Vans, robin acklin

septic

The morals of a four letter word
By MIKE HOSIER
Guardian Ansoclatc Editor
No! being one lo judge the rapidly declining
morals of a decadent society which continually
goes about the task of reinforcing its belief in
the "lack of harm" existing in a proliferation of
perverse acts. I reveal the following with little
comment.
Suffice it to say that what you are about to
read was found in a greeting card. It seems that
a wish for good health, a firm pat on the back, or
a handshake, are no longer in vogue.
WHO CAN TEIX how many innocents have
been exposed to what follows-reading such filth
and taking it to heart so that :hcy arc forever
deprived of their innate decency and forced to
lead lives enrapted by the shroud of sin?
Hopefully the company responsible for distributing this, seeing it laid bare in the honest
light of yellow journalism, wi'l sec fit to cease its
distribution. Perhaps they will find the will to
overlook their moretary desires for a moment
sulci remove the ffen.-ive thing from circulation.
The material was edited for the benefit of the
weak-hearted readers of this column. In other
words, the "indiscreet" words tw.ve been
removed with respect to the common ground of
what is right and wh&t is wrong. And the wi>rd
and the use of the word wrong.
FOR THE literate masses, now burning with
the -.ame curiosity that made Pandora famous, it
should be said that a hint as to the deleted word
can be derived directiy from the slogan "Fortnightly. Unless Commonly Kneeded." which
was a necessary rule of thumb in the days when
control of all desires was properly enforced.
A STUDY OF A COMMON FOUR LETTER
WORD
' Perhaps one of the most interesting words in
the English language is the word ' t t t t t . ' It is
the one magical word which. Just by its sound.

can describe pain, pleasure, hate, and love.
t t t t i . as most words in the English language,
takes its name from the German word Written'
which means 'to strike.'
"In language, t t t t t falls into many grammatical categories. It can be used as a verb, both
transitive |John t t t t t ^ ' J Mary] and intransitive
|Mary was fttt*«'J by John). It can be used as
an adverb (Mary is Sitting well interested in
John\ and as a noun IMary is a fine t t t t ] .
Likewise, it can be used as an adjective [Mary is
tttting beautiful1.
">4s you can see, there are not many words
with the versatility of the word t t t t .
' Besides the sexual meaning, there are also
the following uses
Fraud--/ got ? It tec/ at the used car lot.
Ignorance-tttt if I know.
Trouble-/ guess I'm ittted now.
Aggression--tttt you.
Difficulty--/ can 't understand this tttting mess.
Displeasure -WAuf the f t t t is going on here?
lncompctence-//e's a tttt-off.
Suspicion- What the t t t t are you doing?
Enjoyment -TAis is a tttting goodtime.
Request-Gel the t t t t out of here.
"I know you can think of many more uses. How
can anyone be offended wher. you say t t t t
"We can use this unique word even more often
in our daily speech. It adds to your prestige, so
say it loud and clear., tttt You!
I can only hope that the revelation of another
obvious evil in the world, blatantly smeared
across the face of this grrat nation, will 'wist a
few wicked heads so that they may be able to see
the error of their ways. Let us hope thet those
still trapped in the short-sighted bounds of the
gutter of life will learn that something far better
than this '.'lists,
Mayo-.inaise and peanut butter perhaps?
J V M W m W W V W W W W

Send a letter to the Editor
make his day
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Letters to the Editor
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A question
of policy
An open letter to Or. Joseph
Young:
I am writing to yoa at the
suggestion of Dea.i Dolphin with
reference to current university
policy regarding academic scholarships for graduate students fGr
the academic year 1979-1980
Specifically, the policy is that
which restricts awarding scholarships to those students who do
not possess a graduate assistantship or fellowship. The points I
wish to raise are as follows:
1. If a graduate student has
very limited financial resources,
as the great majority of us do, the
student offered the possibility of a
$3,300 assistantship or a SI,200
scholarship will of necessity accept the assistantship. Thus, the
policy in question indirectly
places a financial condition on a
scholarship which is supposed to

be based entirely on merit. Fur- dents even though it possesses
thermore, the financial condition monies for only five assistantfavors the affluent -.tudent. who ships has this policy as an inmight understandably be ex- centive io continue such pracpected to accept the responsibili- tices, as opposed to a department
ty-free scholarship instead of the which has responsibly accepted
assistantship or fellowsnip which five students with monies for aswould require both considerable sistantships.
4. As a final point of consideratime and effort on the student's
tion, I suggest that if this policy
part.
2. A contradiction in terms were created in order to distribute
develops if one considers that available funds to the greatest
these scholarships were con- number of students, that further
ceived to recognize and award assistantships should be created.
merit, while assistantships, for However, if the scholarships were
example, require a written con- conceived with the goal of truly
tracfual agreement between the recognizing a student's achievestudent and the university result- ment, solely on the basis of
ing in fees paid for services ren- academic merit, then this policy
dered; in short, a job. To make should be immediately abolished
scho!arships and assistantships as counterproductive to the inmutually exclusive is therefore in- tended goals of the Student Aid
Committee of the Graduate Councongruous.
3. A further bias developed as a cil. In cither case, allowing the
result of this policy is thst depart- policy to stand is distinctly ilments which have accepted more logical and basically unfair.
I thank you for your time and
graduate students than they can
reasonably support with assis- consideration, and your efforts in
tantships and fellowships will be reviewing this policy would be
favored. For example, a depart- greatly appreciated.
Stephen J. Rozzo
ment which has accepted 10 stu-

Graduate Student
.Microbiology and Immunology

Epistles
confusing

puberty" shows his eavy of the
fact that 1 am a good many years
younger than he; and Ihe mention
of Uriah Heep and Jethro Tull is
entirely gratuitous.
Go back to your ClassicComics.
Cacophonous Carl, and try again,
when you have learned io say
what vou mean.

To the editor;
The letter from Professor Carl
Mockingly,
Becker that appeared in Wednes
Thomas Martin
day's Guardian is a perfect examW414 Millett
ple of the sort of sloppy and
obfuscatory writing to which I
.wwvvwwwwwvy i
referred ir. my las', letter. Carl
unquestionably has the ability to
turn a good phrase, but he uses
lhat ability - like the sociologists
and educators -- to conceal the
fact that he really has nothing to
say. I agree witli Carl that I am
"terribly confused." ai least after
reading one of his epistles. They
are not examples of "linguistic
dexterity." but of a sadly muddled mentality.
Guardian readers will have
noticed that Carl is now resorting
to personal attacks and non t ,
sequiturs - for example, his < |
,,
advice that i should "aspire to
!

Share
The

News

Future utility bills may provide radiation warnings
B> DICK WEST
WASHINGTON UPI There is
more to a utility bill, usually, than
a mere statement of how much
Ihe customer owes.
Accompanying the main bit of
bad news will be one or more
pieces of ancillary literature, most
commonly a pamphlet setting
forth ihe company's rationale for
the latest rale increase.
DESPITE INCREASED use of
utility bills for educational or
propaganda purposes, their potential as a communication medium has never been fully exploited.
One direction future billing information might take was pointed

Io last week at a House hearing on
civil defense aspects of nuclear
power plant accidents.
Chairman Joseph Hendrie of
Ihe Nuclear Regulatory Commission was asked how Ihe publiccould be made aware of possible
radiation dangers without causing
undue alarm.
"WE MAY WANT to wind up
using the little fliers in utility
bills." Hendrie replied.
I can hear it now...
"We interrupt this program to
bring you a bulletin from the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Due to a malfunction in the
reactor, a small amouni of radio
active gas has escaped from the

Tinkerhell Atomic Generating
Plant. For further details, sec
your next month's electric bill."
1 WOULD IMAGINE the trick
in preparing such a flier would be
presenting the warning in a way
to prevent people from getting
alarmed. A cartoon symbol might
be helpful.
I can see it now....
A cute little squat body shaped
like a reactor cooling tower. A
face like a "Have a Nicc Day"
button. A hat that looks like a
tiny Geiger counter. Arms End
legs like zig-zag lightning bolts.
"HI I'M READY Roentgen
and I'm your new neighbor.
"I just nopped in here with

FRESHMEN & SOPHOMORES
TRY

ADVENTURE

/

THIS SUMMER

&
Co ^

TRAVEL EXPENSES PAID
MEAL EXPENSES PAID
ROOM EXPENSES PAID
PLUS NEARLY $450.00 SPENDING MONEY
Army Officer Leadership Training
May or June or July

Fort Knox, Kentucky

See Captain Steve Aker 873-2763

ROTC 162 PE Bldg. or Call Captain Bob Bell 229-3326

your electric bill so we could get set and all sorts of good things,
better acquainted.
I'm sure we'll get along just fine.
"I live over at the new Tinker"ALL OF US at Tinkerbell are
bell Atomic Generating Plant. I'll alway? as careful as careful can
be bringing you the juice to ligk:
(See 'WARNING,' page 7)
your home and run your television
ffSSSSSSSSaStS!SSISfgfSslsSSiria!!fS^SSSSSf

j

EXECUTIVE
JOB OPENINGS

I
I

The Daily Guardian
will be hiring
a new editorial staff
for the 79 -80 school year.
Applicants must have
experience or training
in writing, editing,
and layout.
Must be able to
work with people.

it.

are needed now
Apply in 046 University Center
The DaHy Guardian
is an equal
opportunity employer
5SS
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NEWS SHORTS
TODAY

Summer Registration
Interested in some college
credits this summer? Registration for summer quarter classics at Wright State University
is May 22 through June 7 in
Allyn Hall from 8:30 a.m. to 9
p.m. Monday through Thursday, and 8:30 a.m. to5 p.m. on
Friday. Final registration is
Monday, June 22, in Millett
Hall. There are two summer
sessions. Session A begins
June 13 and ends July 18;
Session B begins July 19 and
ends August 22. For more
information, contact the Office
of Admission at Wright State
at 873-2211
•ANWAVAWWWVVW.

WEEKEND
Xcnla living Art* Council
The Kay Hohman Third
Annual Art in the Hark will be
held at Shawnee Park on Sat.
June 2. 1979; from 12:30 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. (Set up begins at
12:00). Arts and Crafts artisans are invited to show and
sell their work.
Please bring your own display equipment. Space will not
be assigned, you may set up
wherever you choose, on a first
come first serve basis.
Please leave 25 feet in front
of the stage for audience
seating for the Junior Theater
Productions.
The Junior Theater will
present three Shirty minute
pr.igams during !he afternoon,
beginning with theater al i 00
p.m.
Wc arc planning to have art
teachers conduct sketching instruction so people may bring
pencils *nd pads, chalk or
charcoal and sit-in on informal
sketching workshops. We
hope to have one for children
and one for adults.
Plan this art day as a picnic
and cultural experience for
your family and friends. Sponsored bv the Xenia Area Living
Arts Council. Not responsible
for damage, loss or injury.
VAVVWVWWAWwV/A

COMING UP

Swim-Along
Every is invited to joir. in this
swimming marathon to raise
money to help send local kids
with diabetes to camp. Sign up
and swim along with us at'
Kettering Recreation Center
June 2nd. 4-7 p.m. Or at
Wright State University June
3rd. 11-5 p.m. Prizes and
awards will be given.
Count Basle Is Coming
The Kettering Arts Council
and the University Center

Board (UCBl are proud to
spom-or Count Basic and his
Orchestra, on June
13.
Wednesday, a! 8:00 p.m.
The concert will be held in
the Wright State University
Physical Education Building.
Tickets are available for $8 and
SI0 at the Hollow Tree Box
Office, 873-2900.
WPAI'B Classes
Wright S\atc University's College of Continuing and Community Education will be conducting the Individual Development and Education Advancement (IDEA) refresher courses this summer at WrightPatterson Air Force Base.
Reading. Study Skills, Communication Skills.. Intermediate Math, and Advanced
Math arc scheduled on Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays, 8 a.m. to noon, starting
June II and Ending August
17. Supervisor permission is
necessary and there is no cost
to the student.
The courses, sponsored by the
Air Force, will make it possible
for military personnel to improve their abilities for college
and new job assignments, to
develop job related skills, and
to explore new directions.
Further iiformation is available at the Base Education
Office. Area C. Building 2.
room 18. phone 257-658*,. or
Wright State University at
873-2460.
Graduate Fellowships
Inquiries about the Danforth
Graduate Fellowships, to be
awarded by the Danforth
Foundation of St. Louis. Missouri in April 1980. are invited according to the local
campus reprcsemativt, Jacob
H. Dcrn. Director. University
Honors Program.
The Fellowships arc open to
all qualified persons who have
serious interest in careers of
teaching in colleges and universities, and who plan to
study common to the undergraduate liberal arts curriculum.
Approximately
55-60
Fellowships will be awarded to
college seniors who are nominated by Baccalaureate Liason
Officers.
Another
35-40
awards will be made to Ph.D.
graduate students, nominated
by Postbaccalaureatc Liason
Officers.
Applicants for the baccalaureate awards must be college seniors or recent graduates and may not have begun
graduate level programs of
study. The deadline to seek
information about the campus
norr-nation process is October
5, 1979.
The Foundation is currently
; making a special effort to
i bring qualified persons from

racial and ethnic minorities
; into the profession of teaching.
Approximately 25 percent of
| the awards arc expected to go
1
to
Blacks.
McxicanAmcricans. Native Americans
and Puerto Ricans.
The Danforth Graduate Fellowship is a one-year award
but is normally renewable
until completion of the advanced
degree or for a
maximum of four years of
graduate study. Fellowship
stipends are based on individual need, but they will not
excecd S2.500 for single Fel! lows, and for married Fellows
with no children. Fcllov s who
arc married, or arc "head of
household." with one child,
can receive up to S3.500.
There
arc
dependency
allowances
for
additional
children. The Fellowship also
; covers tuition and fees up to
$4,000 annually.
Summer Languages
The Modern Language Department will again this summer offer intensive courses in
French, German, and Spanish.
During the lO-week summer
session, a student may complete a full year of a foreign
language on cither the elementary or intermediate level.
All elementary sections will
meet from 9 to 12, Monday.
Tuesday. Wednesday and
Thursday, and all intermedial
sections will meet from 9 to 12.
Monday. Tuesday, and Thursday. A student may take either
the full sequence or any part
thereof. For further information. please contact the Modern Language Department.

Recreation Volunteers Needed
The Division of Recreation is
promoting adult volunteerism
n its community centcrs. and
•hey are looking for people
with various recreation skills
and interests who wocld be
willing to share those skills for
a few hours per week. Traning, where necessary, and
staff assistance will be provided. Con'.act John Mahan at
225-5189 ior more information.

Summer Greek
The Department of Classics
will offer Elementary Greek
(Greek 101-102-103) this summer. The ten week iummcr
session will be equivalent to
the first full year of Greek, and
students completing 103 mav
begin Intermediate Greek in
the Fall. Please note that
Greek 101 wii! no: be offered
in the Fall quarter The summer class will meet from 9:30
to 12:00 Monday through
Thursday. For further information consult the Department of Classics, ext. 3062.

Cerebral Pals. Game*
; Wright State University will
i host the Third Annual Cere| bral Palsy Games on July 13th
; and 14th.
i Competition in swimming,
i track, field, weight-lifting, and
\ bowling events will be scheduled for participants 15 years
or older who have cerebral
•>alsy or are multihandicapped.
Volunteers arc needed to assist participants on the day of
the games, which include responsibilities such as timing
events, recording scores, phsically assisting participants,
helping set up equipment and
many others.
Training and demonstration
workshops will be held prior to
the games to orient volunteers
with the events and their
responsibilities.
If your club or individual
•nembers would be interested
in volunteering their services
for this project, please contact
me at your cailiest convenience.
Holly Welther. Volunteer •
Chairman Extension 2140 or
890-8812.
Dmbudman's Office
The Ombudsman's Office
provides many different services to the students, faculty
and administration. As an
informatioi. source, the office
offers a trained staff who will
try to assist you with any
questions you may have about
university services or procedures.
The office also offers many
different information sources.
For example, we have handbooks on:
-Tenants Anyone?
-Handbook for Victims of Srx
ual Assault
•Small Claims is a People's
Court
-Keeping Records: What to
Discard
FREE Notary Service.
and many others tor vour
reference.
For further information, contact the Ombudsman s Office.
192 Allyn Hal!.
Nuclear M«ilc'oo Teilinoiog.
- A Career Alternatl- e
Your Bachelor's Degree
could be your admission to an
exciting par?-medical profession. Nuclca: medicine technology builds upon .he college
graduate's knowledge of physics, mathematics, chemistry,
psychology and biology while
preparing you for a new career. Upon completion of a
>ne-year. A.M.A. approved
course of study, a gvaduate is
| eligible to become board-cerificd in irvlcar medicine techinology. The certified nuclear
, medicine graduate :n»v then
| begin a rewarding mreer, both
"personally anri financially, in
i one of medicine's most rapidly
J growing specialties.
Starting salary for the newgraduate of an approved program ranges between $13,000
t.nd $15,000 annually. Career
advancement is u i i :!lv rapid
for the CNMT »V.i . iso possesses a Bachelor's Degree.

.WW
Advancement
opportunities
exist in research and development. administrative posiions. and educational direcorships. Besides employment
in the more than 6000 hospitals nationwide, positions for
the CNMT also exist in the
many
private
industries
serving the nuclear medicine
field.
Currently, six nuclear medicine technology certificate programs are available in Ohio.
[ Locally, programs are available at Miami Valley Hospital
and Grandview Hospital. Tuition costs and starting dates
vary with the program and
institution. Further information on nuclear medicine technology and available training
programs may be obtained bycontacting:
Society of Nuclear Medicine
Technologist Section
475 Park Avenue South
New York. New York 10016
(212) 889-0717

General Assembly Interns
It you arc a recent college
graduate or senior, the Oh:o
General Assembly Legislative
Service Commission is currently recruiting applicants for
twenty intern positions. The
salary
is approximately
$10,300 and applicants will be
employed December 1. 1979
through December 31. 1980.
The most common fieldr of
specialization of those currently selected include: journalism. history, sociology, social
work, education, public administration and English.
Another important notice
about working for the Ohio
General Assembly Legislation
Commission is that interns will
be assigned to one of the two
major political parties in either
the House of Representatives
or the Ohio Senate.
If interested in working as
an intern for the Ohio General
Assembly, then contact either
Laura Fogartv or Mac Landy at
lift Student Services. Career
Planning .\nd Placement, or
• i ll 873-2556 for application
and additional information.
Summer Job Opportunity Best
For OHlce Workers
The demand for summer
workers is the largest in a
nun:6er -J' years according to
Manpower Inc., the world's
largest temporary help service, The company is presently
seeking 35.000 people to fill
assignments in business, industry
and
government
throughout the United States.
Mitchell Fromstein. president of Manpower, stressed
that many students and teachers fail tc consider abilities
they might have developed in
their schooling. "Accounting
students. ' he pointed out.
"have :he ability to be good
tviokkeepcrs and many of
them have experience at working with dst& processing systems. Journalism students arc
always fast typists. An English
major can usually type well
and can learn to operate a
dictating transcriber in an
hour or two."
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Journey /Graham Parker make uneasy union
By RORY METCALF
Their music evokes tension,
Guardian Music Writer
ana rarxer s onstage bearing is
Sunday's Journey/Graham Par- unshowy, tough, almost intimiker and the Rumour concert in
dating. He urged the audience to
Columbus vividly illustrated the
make noise despite the overclash between totally different zealous security guards: "Don't
worlds.
wotry about the goons with the
There are irreconcilible dif- sticks. This gig is between us and
ferences between the two styles you... in fact-take over."
of rock these bands represent,
and their onstage manners.
THE "TAKEOVER" didn't ocPARKER AND the Rumour
played an excellent set of raw, cur during the Rumour's set.
Unfortunately, the group was
driving new wave.
Their set was a mixture of older appreciaied only by a scattered
classics like Hey Lord. Don l Ask few, and cries of "Journey!"
Me Questions (one of the high- were frequently heard. A half
lights of the show, with its intense hour or so after Parker's demoodiness augmented by lighting parture, Journey took the stage
effects) and newer material from to deafening cheers from the
their current release SQUEEZ- audience.
The fans remained on their feet
ING OUT SPARKS, and one tune
throughout the show, and the
entitled Mercury
Poisoningwhich, according to Parker, was band reflected their devotion.
banned by the record company. Journey presents their stylized
The styles of music they per- hard rock in a friendly, exuberant
formed ranged from the raucous manner.
Their concern with their audiLocal Girls to the title track of
ences was proven as the clash
SPARKS, an acoustic ballad.

between security and fans excalated. Several of the officers
showed excessive brutality in
keeping the crowd in line, and
lead vocalist Steve Perry and
guitarisi/vocalist Gregg Rolie
stopped 'n the midst of a song and
shouted at one of the guards.
Perry said later that a black
woman had been punching a
white girl with the end of her
stick. "It didn't have anything to
do with the job she was supposed
to do." he stated. "1 could tel! it
was a racial thing."
MOST OE THE concert, however. went smoothly. The majority of material the band performed
was from the two latest Journey
albums. INFINITY and EVOLUTION, which were recorded after
the addition of Perry, whose distinctive. high-pitched
vocals
helped initiate the soar of their
popularity.
Their clean, commercial sound
stresses Ncal Schon's guitar

work. Rolie's keyboards and the
precise harmonies, sometimes delivercd a cappella. Their onstage
style is quite faithful to the
quality of their recorded sound.
Sunday's concert presented
two bands, both good at what
they do (Parker and the Rumour
arc undoubtedly among the very
best at what they do): Parker and
the Rumour at gut-level new wave
(proclaiming in one song that
"Saturday night is dead"), Journey at unpretentious, crowdpleasing rock ("On a Saturday
night," they sing. "Everything is
all right"). Which band was
better depended for many people
or, personal taste-and whichever
message they chose to believe.

National volleyball team

Warnings

{continued

(continued from page 5]
be But you know how it is atoms will be atoms. There's a
remote possibility some of those
feisty little buggers will start
acting up. But don't get nervous.
It's nothing that we here at
Tinkerbell. along with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the
National Guard. Civil Preparedness Agency, Red Cross. National
Institutes of Health and Transportation Department can't handle.
"Here's what you can Jo to
help: if you' body tegins to glow
ia ti e dark, call me at the special
number listed below. I may
recommend that you take your
\acatjon early.
"And remember - Reddy Roentgen says, Only YOU can prevent
paranoia.' "

Jrom page # |

When asked about the team's
chances of qualifying for the 1980
Olympics to be held in Moscow,
Coleman seems optimistic. "We
have a very fine volleyball team,
Some of the best athletes in the
country are here. Next January

classified
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Enjoy lunch with us daily
*
Live Entertainment
Tues - Sat 9pm - 2am
Backgammon, Chess, or Checkers
available all the time
Mon - Sat 10am - 2:30am
open Sun 1pm to midnight or later
3979 Colonel Glenn Hwy.
I
Call429-9731 formore into.
I

CASH

FEMALE - share home, optional 3 day wk. babysitting Rent $10 wk. 256-6975 after
5:30. x-5-24-3

For
used record album*
SPUDCrTY HFCORDS
MTU Rrandf Pk
Huber Height*
II-8M F. II 6Sat. BJ 9011

The

PHONE 254-3576
FOR
RESERVATIONS

1065 Sprinftield Street
Dayton, Ohio 45403

Mil e Douglas
says: "Give
a gift from
your heart."

Call Red Cross now
for a Wood donor
appointment.

2033 WflYME AVE. 256 5663

the teams who have not qualified
will go to a tournament in Bulgaria - the top two teams from
there qualify. Once we get on the
court, we're capable of playing
volleyball with anybody else in
the world." Coleman and his
team are striving to be one of the
two teams in the Bulgarian tournamcnt.

BACKGAMMON CLUB\ /
& lounge
w

The majority Sunday chose to
believe that everything was all
right, and with the exception of a
few brutal rented cops, it was.

Thurs, Fri & Sat: "Saddletramp
35 W. Fifth St.

Dayton. Ohio
Tel. 222-1764
18 OR OVER

Tonight: 'fifth St. Survival
Fri. & Sat: The Falls City Ramblers
Every Tuesday: Musicians' Co-op

Entertainment Wednesdays

Need Relaxation from books?

Visit 235 Golf Center
Large Game Room - Baseball Machines
Located on Rt 235
10 min from Fairborn - 878-9704

SUMMER IN AUSTRIA
TRAVEL-STUDY PROGRAM

Spend 6 weeks in Glorious, Magnificent Strobi, Austria,
while learning German language and Liberal Arts; International
Relations and Social Studies ... earn 12 semester hours (16
Qtr.) college credits from July 8 to August 18, $1,850 price
includes round-trip air travel from N.Y. to Strobi, conducted
tours through areas of interest near Strobi; tickets to performances of Salzburg Festival; Course Tuition, Room Board and
Registration. For complete information call Or. Vega,nights arid
weekends, 761-3575, or Xavier College ct Continuing Ed,
745-3356, or Mail the following to XU College of Continuing

Ed Cin., Ohio 45207.

NAME

STROBL SCHEDULE

ADDRESS
ALL RACES & CREEDS WELCOME!!
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"Ail-American" O'Neal is par for the course
By JANE CARROLL
Guardian Sports Editor
Senior Tim O'Neal concluded
his golfing career at Wright State
by becoming WSU's first golf
All-American, a third team selection.
O'Neal finished second in the
NCAA Division II Championship
at Davis. California with a fourround total of 293, just four
strokes off the first place medalist, and good enough for him
to qualify in the Division I Championships held last week in North
Carolina.
O'NEAL DID NOT perform
well enough in North Carolina to
make final cuts, with scores of 84,
79, and 87. consecutively before
returning home.
Four Division II golfers were

/

entered in the championship at
North Carolina; however, none of
these men made the final cut.
O'Neal stated the trip was a
"great e*perience," but wished
he could have played better. "I
had been traveling quite a bit
playing with the school team
(WSU)." O'Neal said, "and I
hadn't been home for a while. I
got bored with the game. I
guess."
O'NEAL STATED he thought
his team would do well. "I think
we're one of the better teams in
the ration," he said. "When I
first started out I thought I was
horrible," he added, "but when
wc went to Cincinnati I turned
myself around."
During the season O'Neal
LOUNGE

RESTAURANT

J

VP
| HOUSE OF DRAFT!
FEATURING WWSIJ'S "CURT B."
ON FRI & SAT
YOUR 04 FOR THE EVENING
FROM ALL AROUND SOUND

l ON TAP —
OVER 21 BRANDS OF DRAFT REER
FOOSERALL
Gary R. Hansen
Owner

PINRALL

TO QUALIFY for the amateur
tournamen:s O'Neal would have
to play two rounds of golf and
have a low enough score to be one
of the possible eight out ot 120
selected. O'Neal thinks he could
do this if he plays well.
"It would take a lot of effort for
me to make it," O'Neal said. "I
need more self-confidence, that's
how you make it on a tour. I think
I play intelligently on the golf
course: right now I just don't have
enough confidence in my game."
O'Neal has been playing golf
for fifteen years, starting when he
was si*. He was second in-

Contact John Sheffs at 426-3031
or 426-6071 for package rates
including beverage.
Beaver Valley Golf Center
818 Factory Rd.
Beavercreek
new and large game room-miniature golfdriving range-batting cages.

O'NEAL STATED he
like to continue golf on an
level, although with all the
tournaments he has been

would
active
recent
in he

may "take a month off."
After that month, the idea of
playing some amateur golf championships may be more appealing
to O'Nea!. Right now. he realizes
that playing golf on the professional or amateur level is "everybody's dream." but perhaps for
O'Neal the dream will come after
some rest.

US
meets
Russia

sioo

PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

FOOD

Something different
HAVE A PRIVATE DISCO DANCE
PARTY at the Seagull Game Room
in the Beaver Valley Golf Center.

dividuallv in the state championships his senior year in high
school (Fairborn Baker) and his
team took first place in the state
the same year.

UP TO

FOR SPECIAL
ANTIBODIES

S4!8 Burkhardt Rrf.
256-8181

I SORORITIES, FRATS,
j
CLU3S
\

would practice about an hour each
day. devoting the rest of the time
to school work. O'Neal plays on
his own at Greene County Club,
situated halfway between Fairborn and Yellow Springs.
"Right now I'm just trying to
get through school, but I may play
some golf this summer, possibly
in some amateur tournaments."
O'Neal stated. "I'd also like to go
to Florida during the winter and
play on a minor tour, if I get
sponsored, but that's a big if."

$5.00Bonus for first time donors with this ad
0 plasma alliance 2 2 4 - 1 9 7 3
Blood Alliance, Inc.
i '< 165 Helena St. Dayton, Oh. 4 5 4 0 4

LEG AL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTICE

Declaration of War

1

EL, Almighty Creator, does with flourished language, that His
enemies may remain in the confusion to which they have brought
themselves; does declare WAR ipon His enemies.
THAT they may tremble in fear they are sealed to destruction.
THE Hosts of EL shall sing triumphant. He calls His Armies to
assemble. His Battle Groups shall grind His enemies. His Wing?
shall encircle them. His L^gUm* ;!iall rest in victory. His Regiments
will dance to His glory. His Squads shall stand forth in honor. His
Teams will reflect Mis Love. His meek shall inheret His promise.
TAKE heed. Or thou enemy of EL; I am that I i m , and My
enemies less thun nothing. EL has retaken the world. He is lord.
Know. O! man. that the earth is His. Who shall stand before Him in
anger? He shall protect those that love Him; His enemies shailj
vanish as duM before a strong gale.
HIS Host shall use the swords of His enemies for plowshares;
their mighty weapons shall not avail; Hir lovers shall abide in peace
forever.
EL accepts nothing less than unconditional surrender; then »h«ll
He speak terms.

THE EMPYREANS
P.O. Box 498
Dayton, OK 45405

LEGAL NOTICE

LEGAL NOTIC

By USA WALTY
Guardian Special Writer
When questioned about the
Olympic hopefuls housed at
Wright State University, most
people can't identify them as the
United States Men's National
Vollcvbali Team. Few Daytoni
ans. if any. knew of their arrival
in the spring of 1977 to the
newlv-formed Dayton training
center.
Currently competing in Japan's
NHK Cup Tournament, the Dayton based team is having a bit of
trouble building a local following.
"Dayton area businesses and
t.ar.is, such as Ponderosa. Mead.
Winters and First National, to
nam" just a few. have given us
tremendous support - especially
in cur job programs. We just
seem to have a bit of trouble
getting some area fan enthusiasm," tuys head coach Jim
Coleman. "We've got several big
matches coming up and to know
Dayton's behind us would be
great."

ONE SUCH MATCH, to he
held June 7 at the UD Arena, will
be against the Soviet Union. As
the first stop in their U.S. tour,
the Soviet athletes should provide
Dayton area resident* with a top
notch performance. The foremost
volleyball team in the world, the
Soviets will play the U.S. team in
the best three of four games to
determine match winner.
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